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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

The Cairo Affair: Part Four––Defeated for a Lack of Knowledge
The “Goose” glided in, skipped across the water, and
softly skidded and settled into the sand. I climbed out
of the nose hatch. With rope in hand, I jumped down to
the beach and made fast to a coconut tree by the sea.
Jack eagerly followed. With a bark, he disappeared
down the shoreline. Jenny was next. Kicking off her
shoes, and laughing delightedly, she waded into the
surging foam like Aphrodite, dancing with the sea in the
wet, wave-washed sand.
Pops and the pilot piled out of the plane and came over to stand beside me.
R.Q.: “Ah, this is the life, Son! We gotta do this more often! Where’s Jack off to?”
Jake(the pilot):“You know, long flight…nature calls. So, you boys up for a little exploring?”
We exchanged glances, turned, and looked up in wonder, marveling at the sight before us.
Holy Pharaoh! A pyramid in the Pacific? What next…Nefertiti?
With Jack at her heels, Jenny sauntered up (slipping on her shoes): “What are we waiting
for, guys? Come on, let’s go! Last one to the top of the pyramid’s a rotten egg!”
E.Q. (with a smile): “Okay. Lead on, Long John!”
So with Jenny and Jack in the lead, we made our way to the base of the pyramid and started
to climb. After a bit, I stopped to take a breather.
E.Q.: “You doin’ all right, Pops?”
R.Q.(puffing slightly): “Don’t mind me, Son. You know what they say: The slower you climb,
the more time you can spend on the mountain you love. Besides, check out that view.”
Turning, I drank in the beauty: Ah…the sea, the sky, and…What the?!
‘THE GOLD MONKEY BAR AND GRILL’?
I quietly smiled to myself and had one of those “I should’ve known it” chuckles.
Well, so much for discovering lost civilizations!
But at least I can look forward to knocking back a tall, cool one!
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After “summiting” and snappin’ a few selfies, we made our way down the other side of the
pyramid and headed straight for the bar. We passed a sailboat at the dock, the “Rudder
Chaos,” flying a Seattle Mariners’ flag. Tied to its stern was a lifeboat with the words
“TRUMP WON!” scrawled, in lipstick, on the side. Wow! Patriots everywhere!
As we entered, I could hear a piano and a sultry siren’s voice crooning in the background:
♫ You must remember this A kiss is just a kiss A sigh is just a sigh
The fundamental things apply As time goes by ♫
Ooh, Casablanca? Play it again, Sam! Yeah: a smoke-filled room, guy with a couple of ladies
shootin’ pool at the back, a few scattered tables, some colorful-looking characters lurping up
the lager…this might be fun! As we bellied up to the bar, Jack trotted to a doggie bed in the
corner and made himself comfortable. I ordered a round of Sioux City Sarsaparillas
(for Jenny, Pops, and myself) and turned to Jake: “So-o-o, this must be a regular stop.”
Jake: “Yep, I keep a room in the hotel out back. (then, leading me to a table) Hey, there’s
someone here you gotta meet. Quite a story. These boys were shipwrecked, saved by a ‘PI’
from Seattle…(chuckling) Can you believe it? His ‘girl Friday’ got their coordinates from a
message in a bottle! There’s even a full-fledged admiral here! That’s him over there with
Mac and Sharona playing pool. The rest of the crew are around here somewhere.
But first, lemme introduce you to Archimedes and Dr.Z.”
(Huh, a pyramid in the Pacific, and now Archimedes? At this point, I’ll believe anything!)
There were two older gentlemen sitting at the table. After introductions, Jake nodded at
me: “I shanghaied this boy. He was headed for a math conference in Sydney.”
Dr. Z (eyes lighting up––Dude reminded me of Burt Lancaster): “Well, well…maybe you can
settle an argument for us. Archie here thinks he’s solved the mystery of the Great Pyramid!
But (chuckling), I think he’s been out in the lifeboat too long!”
E.Q.(pulling up a chair): “What a coincidence; I’ve been working on that myself.
I’ve been studying your diagram, Arch. M-May I call you Arch?”
Archie: “You sure can, young fella. Hear that, Z? Hot diggity! A man after my own heart!”
Dr. Z (winking, with a glance at my sarsaparilla): “Yeah, a man of, ahem, undoubtedly
discriminating taste. So, go ahead, Arch. Show him your pyramid proof.”
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Archie (raised his hand, signaling the bar): “Louie, Louie! Bring me ‘THE BOOK’!”
Shaking his head and rummaging behind the bar, (with a flourish) Louie produced
‘THE BOOK’ and brought it to our table. Archie eagerly popped it open to his diagram:
“So, what do you see, Q?”
E.Q.: “Well, this may sound strange…but your diagram always reminds me of ‘HAL’.”
Archie (with a question mark on his face): “You lost me there, Q. Who the heck is Hal?”
Dr. Z (patiently):“You know, Arch.
Kubric’s code for IBM. Remember, HAL
from the sci-fi movie 2001: A Space
Odyssey––Heuristically programmed
ALgorithmic computer: the soft-spoken
evil algorithm trying to hide the truth
from humanity!”
E.Q.(computer-like): “Affirmative, Dave.
I read you.”
Dr. Z (playing along): “Open the pod
bay doors, HAL.”
E.Q. (still computer-like): “I’m sorry,
Dave. I’m afraid I can’t do that. (chuckling) We’re having too much fun, aren’t we, Z?”
Archie: “Okay, okay, guys, I get the idea. We look at the diagram as a computer algorithm…
Sure, that makes it easy to understand! So go ahead, Q.”
E.Q.: “Let’s see, Arch. You inscribed and circumcised squares in and about a circle––”
Dr. Z (choking on his beer, laughing):“CIRCUMCISED?”
E.Q.(with a smile): “Sorry, guys. Slight slip of the tongue. But like I was saying…you inscribed
and circumscribed (see, I said it right this time) squares in and about a circle.
And by progressively increasing the number of sides of these two polygons, you put the
squeeze on the circle. I guess you’d call that ‘cutting it close,’ eh, Arch?” (everyone laughs)
Archie (with a twinkle in his eye): “Yeah, you’re doing fine, sonny. Go on.”
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E.Q.: “Okay. So comparing the lengths of the sides of the polygons to the length of the
diameter, you can approximately calculate the ratio of the circumference to the diameter,
C/d. Course, as the straight-sided polygons will always be greater than or less than––but
never equal to––the curved circumference of the circle, C, with your polygons, you can
approximately calculate C/d forever, but never, ever truly calculate C/d!”
Dr. Z: “Could you repeat that? And at twice the speed. I wasn’t paying attention. (Just
kidding!) Hmm, when you look at it that way, it’s obvious. Arch created the ultimate––
the perfect––algorithm for NOT calculating C/d: ‘The Algorithm from HAL’!”
E.Q. (laughing):“Affirmative! You could
say, that’s the ‘HAL’ of it! And as
Archie’s algorithm creates an infinitely
changing pattern of polygons that
doesn’t repeat or resolve, that’s the
reason the number 3.14159… never
repeats a pattern or resolves either!”
Archie: “Εύρηκα! That’s it! You got it!
The numbers follow the geometry!”
Dr. Z: “Wait. If you infinitely increased
the number of sides…the polygons
could squeeze in on the circle forever
and never resolve C/d! Ah ha!
So what we’re really looking at is a geometric representation of a transcendental number!
Huh, gotta hand it to you, Arch. That’s one weird way to write the number 3.14159…
or write the equation:

But that means––Ptolemy, Viète, van Ceulen,

Newton, Jones––everyone who’s ever tried to approximately calculate the ratio C/d using
the ol’ ‘less than or greater than’ method, has been calculating what can NEVER equal C/d!”
E.Q.: “Can you believe it? Based on Arch’s diagram, they’ve even created a super computer
algorithm––50 trillion digits and counting! Yep, they’re still trying to calculate what can
never equal C/d!”
Archie (with a knowing smile): “And that, my friends, is what’s kept the world from the
truth…from resolving the circle, solving the pyramid, saving the planet, etc., etc.!
99% true and 100% false! 3.14159… is what DOESN’T equal C/d!”
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Dr. Z : “Yowza! So that’s the big twist––the number 3.14159… is a giant nothing!
(raising his glass) I think this calls for a toast, gentlemen. To our good and ancient friend
Archimedes: May the chicken never be hatched that will scratch on your grave. Cheers!”
Everyone (ebulliently): “Cheers! Opa!!” (Luckily, Arch refrained from smashing his plate!)
Dr. Z: “Ya know, with this pi discovery, I feel kinda like David slaying the Goliath of Science!
Or ‘Dumpster-diver’ Earl finding those shredded ballots by the election center in Arizona!
Archie’s diagram is the smoking gun! It kicks over the ant hill! I can see it now:
MASSIVE FRAUD! MATH CONSPIRACY EXPOSED!
PI IS A LIE! 3.14159… CAN NEVER EQUAL C/D!”
E.Q. (chuckling):“Careful, Z. Someone might report you for being ‘potentially’ radicalized!”
Dr. Z :“I hear you, Q. Guess I’m not ‘woke’ enough. My Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube
accounts have already been suspended. I’ve been ‘Zuckerberged’ and ‘Dorsey’d’. Ha ha!
When we set sail, Trump was president, everything was dandy. Gas was just under a couple
of bucks. But then we got rescued…what a shocker! We were in the middle of World War III.
While we were drifting in the lifeboat, ‘blissfully unaware,’ some phony baloneys with a
‘BiG BAD ballot algorithm' conspired to take over the election, our country, and the world!”
E.Q. (nodding):“Yeah ‘Let me count the ways’? The censorship algorithm on YouTube is even
trying to put the kibosh on all the audit patriots and keep everyone in the dark! This insanity
must stop…I hear all they serve at the White House now is Deviled Eggs Benedict!”
Archie: “Reminds me of what happened back in Plato’s day. We can’t become slaves to
those knaves! This is Hour of God’s Power! Time for truth seekers to unite! We gotta fight!
(peacefully and patriotically, of course) We can’t allow them to hold our lands, our hearts,
our minds, and tongues in captivity! Freedom lost in the U.S. is freedom lost for everyone in
the world!”
Dr. Z: “Sure gives new meaning to ‘Political Science.’ Freedom, progress, and the light of
truth, all destroyed by an algorithm! Math is some powerful stuff, isn’t it?”
Archie: “That’s the point of the infamous 3.14159… They used it to keep us from the truth.
But I really created a good algorithm. You just have to understand my method: I used what
doesn’t equal something to show what does! That’s the basis of my Pyramid Proof!”
E.Q. “Hold that thought, Arch. I wanna hear the rest…but nature calls. I’ll be right back.”
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